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Land use changes, from cropland to forest, or from dense to thinned forest,
have consequences on water runoff, downstream river flows, water storage in
reservoirs and use by downstream demands. Within cropland, irrigation is an
important water use, characterized by various levels of water use efficiency de-
pending on the practices and technologies used. The costs and benefits of the
different technologies and practices also vary.

In order to value the consequences of changes in land-use and in irrigation
practices, opportunity costs can be computed using the direct changes in costs
and benefits. But changes in the quantity of water available in the rivers also
need to be valued. This is more complicated since the social value of water
depends on the location and the timing of the change in availability. Indeed,
the benefits of additional water is more important in headwaters than at the
river mouth, and during a drought when reservoirs are empty.

The objective of the PhD thesis is to integrate and value the consequences of
land use and irrigation practices changes in a generic water basin hydroeconomic
management model, ODDYCCEIA1. A first application will be carried out on
the Ebro basin, in Spain. The Ebro basin is a very anthropized basin, which
undergoes recurrent droughts. Precise data on irrigation practices changes, in
particular irrigation deficit, will be available from the experimental station of
Zaragoza in the basin. The ambition is also to evaluate the performance of the
generic model when driven by data available at large scale, that are less precise,
and assess the relevance of the options on larger regions, for example the whole
Mediterranean area.

A strong motivation for numerical modelling with economic and biophysical
constraints is expected. Skills in any of the following: programming, hydrology,
water management, environmental economics, agronomy would be a plus.

This PhD thesis will be carried out as part of an ERANET project IN-
NOMED with European partners. The partners will focus in detail on the
direct consequences of changes in land use and irrigation practices.
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